1 1/2" HIGH RAISED LETTERS
FLUSH W/ TOP SURFACE

CUSTOM LOGO

4X DRILL, TAP & CBORE FOR
1/2-13 X 2 1/4" LONG
STAINLESS STAINLESS STEEL BOLT &
NARROW WASHER
KIT #1562
OPTIONAL PENTAGON HD BOLT
AVAILABLE

(8) 1 1/8" DIA. ANCHOR BOLT
HOLES ON A 29 11/16" DIA. B.C.

(1) PICKMATTOCK

2/3/4" 21/8" 25/7/8" 24 1/8" 21/8" 39/16" 1 1/2" w/GASKET

1 13/32" w/o GASKET

OIL-RESISTANT GASKET,
NITRILE (60 DUROMETER)

"T-SEAL" GASKET DETAIL
SCALE 1:2

FRAME SHOWING HINGE PLUG
( FOR SELF-SEALING)

NEOPRENE PLUG

NOTE: ALL DIMENSIONS SHOWN ARE IN ENGLISH

COMPONENT NOS.: FRAME 1650-XXXX, LID 1650-XXXX
EQUIPMENT NOS.: FRAME - D1650210L, K16502100
(PATTERN WORK TO ADD STOCK TO OUTSIDE OF FRAME FOR BOLTING)
LID - D16505300, K16505300 (3 NEW INSERTS)
MATERIAL: CAST GRAY IRON ASTM A-48, CLASS 35B
FINISH: NO PAINT
WEIGHT: FRAME 90#, LID 109#